Distant Source (Alaska-Aleutian Subduction Zone) Tsunami Inundation Map
Clatsop Spit, Oregon

Introduction

Tsunamis are generated by submarine earthquakes, landslides, and volcanic eruptions (Ring of Fire). They are waves that travel across the ocean, with wave amplitudes of 10-100 m, and 10-100 km2 of water may be involved. Tsunamis can have destructive power in port areas, especially if there are low-lying structures in the path of the wave. Coastal areas with high tide levels are at greater risk of inundation (MHHW). This tsunami scenario is based on a large magnitude earthquake, either in the Cascadia subduction zone or in the Alaska-Aleutian subduction zone, which can be modeled using DOGAMI's computer models. The inundation map was generated using data from the Cascadia and Alaska subduction zones.

Map Exploration

This map highlights the inundation zones for Clatsop Spit, Oregon. The inundation zones are based on the peak wave heights generated by the modeled earthquakes. The map shows the wet and dry zones, with the dry zone extending inland to the regulatory tsunami inundation line. The map data was created using hypothetical Cascadia and Alaska earthquake scenarios.
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Basemap Data:
Developing Flood Maps (1902-2011) by the National Tsunami Hazard Mitigation Program.


Software:

Hydrology data, contours, critical facilities, and building data were obtained from the National Tsunami Hazard Mitigation Program.
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